
INTERNAL USE ONLY                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                INTERNAL USE ONLY 

Number: _____________       TORCH REFURBISH AND/OR REPAIR FORM       Date Received: ______________ 

                                                                Ship To: Glass Torch Technologies INC.                                          570-835-9777    
  55 North Main St.                                                      570-835-9779 (FAX)  
 Tioga, PA 16946                                                        gtt@glasstorchtech.com 

Instructions: 

 Fill out this form as completely as possible; a complete form results in faster turnaround. 

 Use one refurbish and/or repair form for each torch being returned to GTT. 

 Mark the torch type in column #1. 

 If you want the torch cleaned and performance tested, check the cleaning box next to the torch type in column #2. Most torches only 
require a standard cleaning, but torches in certain circumstances will require an additional fee for a more involved cleaning. GTT will 
contact you before we continue the cleaning if this situation occurs. 

 If valve repair or tightening is desired, check the box in column #3 and circle the valve(s) that require service. 

 If any other parts or service are required, check the box in column #3. 

#1   #2 
 

#3         

  TORCH 
 CLEANING COST 

 
SERVICE / PARTS #  COST TOTAL  

  Cricket   $50   Replace Valve(s) Centerfire                   RED   BLUE   GREEN  AIR   $50    

  Bobcat   $50   Replace Valve(s) 2nd Or Outerfire       RED   BLUE   GREEN  AIR   $50    

  Lynx   $50   Replace Valve(s) 3rd fire                        RED   BLUE   GREEN  AIR   $50    

  Cheetah   $75   Replace Valve(s) 4th fire                        RED   BLUE   GREEN  AIR   $50    

  Scorpion   $75           

  Sidewinder   $75   Tighten Valve(s) Centerfire                    RED   BLUE   GREEN  AIR   $10    

  Phantom 2 stud   $100   Tighten Valve(s) Second or Outerfire   RED   BLUE   GREEN  AIR   $10    

  Phantom 4 stud   $100   Tighten Valve(s) 3rd fire                         RED   BLUE   GREEN  AIR   $10    

  Mirage   $150   Tighten Valve(s) 4th fire -                       RED   BLUE   GREEN  AIR   $10    

  Delta Elite   $200           

  Kobuki   $250   Upgrade braided hose to rubber hose per set. (bench torches)    $50   

  Ninja   $250   Replace rubber hose per set. (1+2 stage bench torches)   $25   

  Samurai   $250   Replace rubber hose per set.  (3+4 stage bench torches)    $30   

  Delta Mag   $300           

  Cobra   $300           

  Viper   $300           

  Quad   $400           

  Yellow Jacket HT   $50           

  Lynx HT   $75           

  Cheetah HT   $75           

 
BOXING THE TORCH FOR SHIPPING: 
Remove all accessories from the torch, DO NOT remove the factory installed hoses, remove the torch from the base and send only the torch, not 
the base.  Pack torch securely in the box, if the torch is loose in the box it will likely be damaged on arrival.  Include this form COMPLETELY FILLED 
OUT to insure timely processing.  By completing this form, you are authorizing GTT to perform the services as indicated, and agreeing to pay the 
total invoice amount according to the options selected plus any verbal approvals.  As work is performed, additional parts and services may be 
required to return the torch to operating condition.  If there is any additional work needed, GTT will contact you before performing the additional 
work.  Factors out of our control such as torch condition, age, processes required for refurbishing and shipping may affect the appearance and 
function of the torch.  Glass Torch Technologies INC. cannot be held liable for factors out of our control, but all efforts will be made to restore the 
torch to excellent condition.   

NAME: PHONE: 

ADDRESS: APT: EMAIL: 

CITY: STATE: ZIP CODE: 

 Check Here if you like your valve tension as it is, or check “Tighten Valve(s)” in column #3 

NOTES: 

 

 

 


